1 \|. INTRODUCTION {#S1}
==================

Developmental speech/language disorders have a high prevalence (3--16%) in the population ([@R197]) but many of these cases are identified late or are not identified at all. For example, epidemiological approaches involving screening large numbers of children consistently show prevalence rates of 7--8% for developmental language disorder (DLD; [@R276]), but only parents of a quarter of these children were aware their child had a speech or language problem. These low identification rates are relevant because speech/language disorders cause life-long difficulties in academic, social, and economic domains ([@R9]; [@R11]; [@R33]; [@R37]; [@R47]; [@R122]; [@R136]; [@R167]; [@R216]; [@R232]). Children with dyslexia and DLD are also far more likely to enter into the juvenile justice system ([@R255]). Importantly, long-term consequences could be attenuated with more efficient and earlier identification of the disorders and earlier intervention ([@R24]; [@R236]; [@R256]).

Recent work has highlighted the need to facilitate the identification of speech- and language-related developmental disorders and improve the design of early intervention by exploring risk factors in population-based samples ([@R226]). Converging evidence supports comorbidities among different speech/language disorders (e.g., Dyslexia and DLD; [@R20]; [@R38]) and also between speech/language disorders and motor disorders (e.g., developmental coordination disorder \[DCD\]; [@R150]; [@R246]; [@R249]; [@R321]) or attentional disorders (e.g., attention deficit hyperactivity disorder \[ADHD\], [Box 1](#BX1){ref-type="boxed-text"}; [@R66]; [@R150]; [@R159]; [@R192]; [@R231]; [@R249]; [@R302]; [@R321]). This research suggests that it is unusual to have discrete, categorical developmental disorders, and that it may be more efficient to search for underlying deficits that can be identified across disorders in large samples of children. In accordance with these results, the possibility of the *transdiagnostic* approach has arisen in research, diagnosis and treatment of disorders ([@R182]).

In the current paper, we propose that atypical rhythm might be one of the underlying risk factors that has common biological underpinnings with, and may lead to, co-morbid impairments in speech/language processing. This hypothesis will be referred to as the *Atypical Rhythm Risk Hypothesis*. For the purpose of the Atypical Rhythm Risk Hypothesis, we define *atypical rhythm* as a general construct capturing any/all of the following terms: Impairments in rhythm/beat/ meter sensitivity, significantly weaker than normal rhythm ability/skill, poor dynamic attending, beat deafness ([@R260]), or time-based amusia ([@R218]). Atypical rhythm can be classified by poor performance on any implicit or explicit perception or production task of rhythm or timing, such as rhythm discrimination, interval discrimination, rhythm, beat, or meter processing, and synchronization or entrainment. Atypical rhythm may also be described as a rhythm impairment or a rhythm disorder. While the underlying neural mechanisms giving rise to different manifestations of typical and atypical rhythm are of great interest ([@R78]), in this article, we will primarily focus on the clinical significance of common biological risk factors across different manifestations of atypical rhythm.

In light of recent genetic epidemiological approaches showing shared genetic architecture between related, but clinically distinct traits (e.g., common heritability across many different brain disorders; [@R6]), new avenues for the exploration of common risk factors, such as atypical rhythm, can now be pursued and eventually expanded into the genetic domain. There are several genetic and environmental risk factors proposed for speech/language disorders, and presumably, there are other risk factors still to be discovered (e.g., for a multifactorial view of language disorders focusing on dyslexia: [@R19]; focusing on DLD: [@R21]). In line with this multifactorial view of language disorders, we propose that, within a pool of risk factors, a generalized rhythm/timing deficit may interact with other genetic or environmental risk factors. We here synthesize evidence linking rhythm to speech/language development and propose an overarching theoretical framework as groundwork for testing the Atypical Rhythm Risk Hypothesis.

If future research supports the Atypical Rhythm Risk Hypothesis, new possibilities for incorporating rhythm tests into clinical practice may open up. For example, using atypical rhythm as a risk factor for the development of speech and language disorders could be beneficial for improving early identification of these disorders. Atypical timing skills can be measured with tasks targeting musical rhythm perception, which can be assessed earlier in development (around 7--10 months, see [@R148], or already in 2- to 3-day-old newborns, see [@R305]) than primary symptoms of speech/language disorders (e.g., atypical reading in dyslexia and atypical expressive grammar in DLD that can be assessed at preschool age at the earliest, or atypical speech production in stuttering that can be assessed from age two at the earliest). In addition, rhythm tasks could be included in the language screening of preschool-age children. To develop the hypothesis of musical rhythm processing at infancy and early childhood as a risk factor for speech/language disorders, we will synthesize different lines of research investigating whether (a) musical rhythm and speech/language skills are associated, (b) rhythm is impaired in speech/language disorders and common comorbid attentional and motor disorders, and (c) individual differences in mechanisms underlying rhythm processing skills at infancy are related to language development and the presence/absence of speech/language disorders in childhood. We will also frame this hypothesis within the larger epidemiological literature that has recently experienced a series of methodological advances allowing for large-scale testing of shared underlying biology across clinically distinct disorders. We then outline a series of predictions for future work testing the Atypical Rhythm Risk Hypothesis.

2 \|. PERCEPTUAL AND NEURAL MECHANISMS OF HUMAN RHYTHM PROCESSING ABILITY AND THEIR RELATION TO HIGHER-LEVEL LANGUAGE PROCESSES {#S2}
===============================================================================================================================

Temporal regularities are present at multiple hierarchical levels in both music and speech. In the domain of music, this regularity is more salient as temporal intervals of the underlying beat are isochronous, whereas in speech there is a higher variability in intervals (e.g., also referred to as quasi-periodic: [@R217]). When listening to music, a *basic* frequency serves as a temporal organizer; it is referred to as the pulse or beat and typically falls between 1 and 2 Hz (see [@R179]). Strong and weak beats are grouped into a hierarchical metrical structure, which is a cognitive construct of the listener ([@R174]). In spoken language, the rhythm of speech is carried by the so-called amplitude envelope, which captures information about duration, rhythm, tempo, and stress of speech ([@R110]; [@R157]; [@R195]). When the amplitude envelope is degraded, speech can become unintelligible ([@R96]). Similarly to musical rhythm, groupings of strong and weak accented speech events (such as stressed and unstressed syllables) form metrical structures. These stress patterns play a role both in language acquisition ([@R15]; [@R55]; [@R68]; [@R94]; [@R147]) and speech processing ([@R17]; [@R63]). At this point, we would like to emphasize that when we use the term rhythm processing in the paper both in relation to music and speech, we are also referring to the processing of beat and metrical structures of the stimuli as an aspect of rhythm processing.

Based on accumulating evidence in recent research (summarized below), several theories have outlined shared underlying processes for musical rhythm and speech processing: The dynamic attending theory (DAT; [@R142], [@R143]; [@R145]; [@R164]), which inspired many of the later theories; the temporal sampling framework (TSF; [@R108], [@R109]); the sound envelope processing and synchronization and entrainment to pulse hypothesis (SEP; [@R91]); the precise auditory timing hypothesis (PATH; [@R275]); and the OPERA hypothesis ([@R213], [@R214]). [@R78] highlight three common elements in these theories and propose their combination as crucial for music rhythm and speech processing. (a) All theories emphasize the role of *fine-grained auditory processing* (precise, low-level processing of the acoustic signal) in music and speech as a necessary element underlying perception and transfer effects between domains. (b) *Neural oscillations* and their entrainment to the auditory stimuli play a role in structural processing (including hierarchical processing), temporal integration, and prediction of music and speech signals. According to the DAT ([@R144]; [@R164]), endogenous brain oscillations synchronize with external regularities and predictable cues (e.g., beat or stress), help to structure the auditory input, and focus attention to important elements of the auditory stimulus and its presentation over time (see also [@R95]; [@R99]; [@R217]). (c) The role of *sensorimotor coupling* both in music rhythm and speech/language processing is included in several of these theories. The involvement of motor functions is not surprising in the case of speaking or when moving to music, but interestingly, motor areas are consistently found to be activated during the perception of music ([@R40]; [@R92]; [@R104]; [@R116]; [@R262]) and speech ([@R100]; [@R191]; [@R304]), even in the absence of overt movement.

In line with the central role of these three processes, several studies have shown overlapping brain activations in auditory and motor cortices for both musical rhythm and speech/language processing ([@R41]; [@R116]; [@R151]; [@R157]). [@R158] outlined a network involving frontal (dorsolateral prefrontal cortex), supplementary motor area (SMA) and basal ganglia regions (the pre-SMA-basal ganglia circuit). They suggest that this circuitry is involved in the processing of predictable sensory cues, such as beat in music or word stress/linguistic meter in speech. The authors also emphasize the role of neural oscillations and propose that the pre-SMA-basal ganglia circuit regulates the synchronization of neural oscillations with auditory stimuli and therefore plays a crucial role in predicting when the next event will occur in a sequence. Although cortical oscillations can be reliably measured in humans, oscillatory activity originating from subcortical structures, such as the basal ganglia, cannot be easily isolated. However, primate research has provided evidence that oscillations in the beta frequency band (which have been shown to play a crucial role in rhythm processing: [@R312]) originate from the basal ganglia, suggesting a similar function in humans ([@R186]).

Another line of research emphasizes the shared nature of structural and hierarchical processing in language and music---including rhythm processing. According to [@R165], language and music are both made up of sub-elements that need to be correctly ordered in the temporal domain. The organization of the sub-elements can be described by hierarchical, tree-like structures, in which lower levels are incorporated by higher levels, and are ordered according to specific rules ([@R76]). [@R77] proposed that the emergence of tree-like syntax in the grammatical structure of language in early humans was an evolutionary turning point that might also have coincided with the emergence of the metrical structure of rhythm in human musicality. In line with this proposal, hierarchical structures in language and music seem to be processed using similar cognitive and neural mechanisms ([@R211], [@R212]). Although most of the studies investigating shared structural processing between music and language have focused on harmonic syntax or music processing in general ([@R79]; [@R80]; [@R130]; [@R133]; [@R140]; [@R141]; [@R154]; [@R161]; [@R252]; [@R261]), recent evidence suggests some associations between linguistic and rhythmic syntax as well ([@R266]).

Hierarchically organized neural oscillations, emphasized by several theories of musical rhythm and speech processing, might play a crucial role in the processing of hierarchically organized syntactic structures as well. According to the Metric Binding Theory by [@R144], it is the internal entrainment of multiple nested neural oscillators and their *binding* that support meter processing and enhances temporal predictions. It is possible that the same process might extend to language and allow for higher-level structure learning and processing. This hypothesis is supported by studies showing that neural oscillations entrain not only to physically marked beats and stressed syllables, but also to higher-level structures both in music (e.g., the metrical structure; [@R201]) and language (e.g., syntactic structure; [@R65]), which are not necessarily physically present in the signal ([@R81]; [@R269]). Efficient entrainment, defined here as the precise phase-locking of neural oscillations at the appropriate frequency, to higher-level structures in musical rhythm and language may also lead to improved prediction skills, possibly through attention allocation (e.g., [@R164]; [@R247]). Entrainment and increased attention to important parts of the signal may not only facilitate *temporal* predictions (e.g., predicting *when* something will happen; *predictive timing*, [@R90]), but also lead to better predictions of *what* will happen next (*predictive coding*, [@R90]; [@R145]; [@R155]). The predictions developed for what and when of incoming input allow for faster and more efficient processing of these events and their underlying structures, whether musical or linguistic. The possibility of such a link between predictive skills in rhythm and language is supported by preliminary evidence showing that children who are impaired in tapping tasks are also worse at making structure-based morpho-syntactic predictions in language ([@R219]).

The research findings reviewed above suggest that a shared network underlies musical rhythm and speech/language processing that supports the processing of surface-level features of musical rhythm and speech as well as the processing of syntactic structures in musical rhythm and language ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In the following sections, we summarize evidence for associations between musical rhythm and speech/language processing in typical and atypical populations.

3 \|. INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES: A SYNTHESIS OF RESEARCH INVESTIGATING ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN RHYTHM AND SPEECH/LANGUAGE IN TYPICALLY DEVELOPING INDIVIDUALS {#S3}
=======================================================================================================================================================

Overlapping neural processes underlying musical rhythm and speech/language abilities are supported by a large body of literature showing associations between individual differences in language and rhythm skills ([@R7]; [@R57]; [@R67]; [@R106]; [@R118]; [@R134]; [@R180]; [@R190]; [@R209]; [@R264]). For instance, beat synchronization and early literacy as well as spoken language skills are strongly linked (see [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} showing data from [@R308]). In addition, there is ample evidence of better performance on various language tasks after rhythm/music training in the typically developing population ([@R58]; [@R175]; [@R215]; [@R230]; [@R270]; [@R317]). Moreover, several studies have found a short-term facilitating effect of regular rhythm on subsequent grammar task performance in typically developing children ([@R162]; [@R10]; [@R30]; [@R42]; [@R224]). In addition, better speech/language skills, such as more efficient speech processing and word segmentation, have been reported for musicians compared to non-musicians ([@R27]; [@R87]; [@R183]; [@R194]; [@R244]; [@R320]), although this advantage could originate from other differences between musicians and non-musicians beyond differences in rhythm skills. It is also important to note that individual differences in musical *ability* or aptitude in adults predict speech perception task performance beyond musical training ([@R181]). Interestingly, evidence extends beyond surface-level auditory characteristics of speech and to deeper, hierarchically structured syntactic processing of language ([@R106]; [@R222]; [@R308]). A complete review of correlations between rhythm and speech/language skills in typical development is beyond the scope of the present paper (see [@R78]).

4 \|. ATYPICAL RHYTHM IN CHILDREN WITH ATYPICAL SPEECH/LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT {#S4}
===========================================================================

Associations between rhythm and speech/language processing are strongly supported by recent research demonstrating that children with speech/language developmental disorders (e.g., dyslexia, DLD, stuttering), as well as children with speech/language impairments as co-morbid deficits in other developmental disorders (e.g., DCD, ADHD), often exhibit underlying timing deficits that could be contributing to the symptomatology within each pathology. In each of these disorders, research has revealed some evidence for associated timing impairments, even though specifics of these impairments differ (see a summary of this research in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Considering that there are high levels of comorbidity between disorders ([@R20]; [@R38]; [@R66]; [@R150]; [@R159]; [@R192]; [@R231]; [@R246]; [@R249]; [@R302]; [@R321]), it is likely that there are shared impairments in underlying neural mechanisms across different pathologies. We will return to possible etiologies of co-morbidities across these disorders in [Section 6](#S15){ref-type="sec"}; here we focus on atypical rhythm in several highly prevalent developmental speech/language disorders. Together with [@R78], we suggest that common deficits in timing may be largely related to impaired fine-grained auditory processing, impaired tracking of rhythms via neural oscillations, and impaired sensorimotor coupling in the brain. We further propose that impaired hierarchical processing could result in both impaired processing of rhythmic structures and syntactic processing of language. Impairment in one or more of these underlying mechanisms appears to be associated with atypical speech/language processing, rhythm processing and/or motor impairments. In addition, we need to consider environmental factors and genetic family history, as further discussed below.

4.1 \|. Atypical rhythm in dyslexia {#S5}
-----------------------------------

Recent research has shown that children with dyslexia are impaired in comparison to typically developing children in rhythm perception and production tasks. According to the Temporal Sampling Framework (TSF; [@R108]), many of the processing deficits observed in dyslexia may be accounted for by inefficient entrainment of brain oscillations to sensory input, which in turn is theorized to affect not only rhythm processing but also phonological processing as well as other aspects of language processing. Studies investigating neural entrainment in individuals with dyslexia support this hypothesis by showing deficits in synchronization to the speech envelope ([@R169]; [@R189]; [@R223]) regardless of the language spoken (e.g., English: [@R112]; English and Hungarian: [@R268]; Chinese: [@R298]) and atypical neural entrainment to nonspeech stimuli compared to controls ([@R53]; [@R88]). Further studies have shown impaired beat synchronization in individuals with dyslexia ([@R46]; [@R207]; [@R273]). Relatedly, rhythm, language, and reading skills are correlated: Individuals with dyslexia who show weaker performance in rhythm perception and production tasks also show weaker phonological awareness ([@R84]; [@R86]; [@R112]; [@R137]; [@R168]; [@R273]) and reading skills ([@R59]; [@R84]; [@R115], [@R112]; [@R113]; [@R114]; [@R137]; [@R193]; [@R273]). Individuals with dyslexia also show impaired processing of rise-time information, and this deficit has been linked to inefficient entrainment of neural oscillations to the speech stream ([@R111]; [@R137]; [@R170][@R170]; [@R272]). Deficits in neural entrainment to higher-level structures throughout development may also result in impaired hierarchical processing skills. Interestingly, recent research suggests that children with dyslexia perform below age-matched peers in tasks that require the use of morphological information to predict incoming material ([@R219]).

These phonological and rhythmic deficits do not appear to fully recover later in development, though some studies suggest that deficits in the adult population may be constrained to the type of measure used ([@R169]). Adults with dyslexia show significantly weaker synchronization and beat perception skills as compared to adults with typical development ([@R210]; [@R272]), and exhibit impaired low-frequency neural entrainment, regardless of whether speech ([@R189]) or nonspeech ([@R123]; [@R177]) stimuli were used. As in children, this temporal processing deficit in keeping time with an external stimulus is particularly disrupted at 2 Hz ([@R259]), a frequency that is also important for speech perception, as it corresponds to the accented syllabic rate. Musical training may reduce these processing deficits in individuals with dyslexia, as it has been shown that musicians with dyslexia have better auditory temporal processing than nondyslexics ([@R22]) and better amplitude information processing skills than nonmusicians with dyslexia ([@R319]).

Building on these observed connections, a few studies have aimed to apply rhythm training approaches in children with dyslexia and found improved language- and reading-related skills after training ([@R23]; [@R83]; [@R121]; [@R206]; [@R274]). Interestingly, even a short presentation of rhythmic musical primes improves grammatical processing of subsequently presented sentences in children ([@R224]) and adults ([@R29]) with dyslexia. These results further support the hypothesis that rhythm and language processing are related, and show that music rhythm training in the long-term and rhythm stimulation in the short-term may be useful approaches to improve language skills in addition to more traditional language-centered therapeutic methods ([@R248]).

4.2 \|. Atypical rhythm in developmental language disorder {#S6}
----------------------------------------------------------

Children with DLD show difficulties in both speech and music rhythm processing ([@R10]; [@R52]; [@R241]; [@R300]). They have weaker synchronization skills than controls when asked to tap with the beat ([@R50]; [@R52]), though synchronization deficits are not observed in all studies ([@R313]), or for all types of tapping tasks ([@R296], in which differences in synchronization skills between typically developing and children with DLD were only found when participants were asked to use both hands in a clapping task compared to just one hand). Recent studies have demonstrated the presence of deficits in amplitude envelope and rise-time information processing for children with DLD ([@R49]; [@R111]; [@R233]). Impaired sensitivity to amplitude rise-time has been associated with poor performance on language and literacy measures (such as vocabulary attainment, phonological awareness, and reading; [@R49]) and speech stress processing ([@R52]; [@R233]). Similar patterns in children with DLD and dyslexia led Goswami to extend the TSF to DLD, suggesting shared underlying impairments across disorders ([@R111]).

Several studies also reported difficulties in prosody processing in children with DLD compared to TD children ([@R75]; [@R234]; [@R240]; [@R301]), whereas others report intact prosody perception in DLD ([@R102]). [@R300] found that the ability to take advantage of prosodic information in children with DLD was associated with their performance on a rhythm discrimination task, suggesting that impaired processing of prosody and rhythm may be caused by an underlying impairment in the processing of temporal cues.

Similarly to dyslexia, the presentation of a regular rhythmic prime enhances subsequent grammatical sentence judgments in children with DLD compared to both irregular primes ([@R162]; [@R224]) and neutral non-musical auditory primes ([@R10]), supporting the hypothesis that rhythm and language processing are related and suggested that using rhythm in the therapy of children with DLD might facilitate speech/language therapy.

4.3 \|. Atypical rhythm in stuttering {#S7}
-------------------------------------

Recent research has suggested that speech dysfluency in stuttering is associated with impaired sensorimotor coupling ([@R39]; [@R131]) and a disruption to the production of timing cues from the basal ganglia ([@R3]; [@R279]). Individuals who stutter tend to be impaired in several types of rhythmic tasks, including unpaced tapping, which relies on internal time keeping ([@R205]). In addition, they show weaker synchronization to an external stimulus ([@R72]), and poorer rhythm discrimination ([@R303]; see [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) than typically developing peers. Impaired predictive timing via sensorimotor coupling has been suggested as the underlying cause of the rhythm deficits reported for individuals who stutter ([@R131]). Interestingly, it has been shown that the addition of external auditory stimulation can attenuate stuttering, potentially because it provides an external rhythmic cue to compensate for the impaired internal time keeping ([@R279]). Singing also enhances fluency in speech, likely by regulating the temporal structure of the words ([@R71]; [@R101]; [@R297]).

4.4 \|. Atypical rhythm in other speech disorders {#S8}
-------------------------------------------------

Although several speech disorders are differentiated in the literature beyond stuttering (speech-sound disorders including articulation/phonological disorder, dysarthria, and childhood apraxia of speech, and voice disorders), most have a known physiological cause (e.g., cleft palate, impaired laryngeal structures, or brain trauma). At the same time, the underlying cause of some forms of articulation/phonological disorder and childhood apraxia is unknown, and they may have partly shared etiology and comorbidities with the other speech/language disorders discussed here. Articulation and phonological sequencing, which requires timing and motor skills, are often impaired in these children. Given the timing demands of sequencing, we believe it would be of great interest to investigate atypical rhythm in these populations. We are aware of one study that explored rhythm processing in individuals with speech difficulties ([@R2]). The authors investigated nine individuals (children and adults) belonging to the same family (KE family) showing both expressive and receptive speech and language impairments together with difficulties with nonverbal oral movements, linked to rare variants in the gene *FOXP2*. Affected family members performed worse both on rhythm perception and production tasks compared to control participants. Future work is needed to explore rhythm across different motor speech disorders.

4.5 \|. Atypical rhythm in developmental coordination disorder {#S9}
--------------------------------------------------------------

In contrast to numerous studies investigating the motor circuitry involved in musical rhythm processing in typically developing individuals ([@R187]), and atypical rhythm processing in individuals with Parkinson's Disease ([@R117]; [@R126]; [@R203]),^[1](#FN6){ref-type="fn"}^ only a few studies have examined rhythm processing in children with DCD, a disorder characterized by impaired motor abilities, especially related to postural control, motor learning, and sensorimotor coordination that affect quality of life ([@R321]). Children with DCD show poorer synchronization to an external beat compared to typically developing children in synchronization tasks ([@R237]), and children with both ADHD and DCD show even poorer synchronization compared to children with just ADHD or matched controls ([@R225]). However, all of these studies investigated performance in rhythm production tasks, which may be easily affected by inherent motor coordination deficits. Only [@R280] have investigated auditory timing with perceptual tasks in DCD; their first behavioral and neuroimaging evidence suggest that auditory perceptual timing (measured with duration and rhythmic discrimination tasks) may also be impaired in this population. Interestingly, motor impairments in children with DCD have also been associated with difficulties in language processing ([@R188]). Future research should now investigate more specifically the potential timing and/or perception deficits in DCD as well as whether and how the impairments in timing might be related to language processing skills in cases of DCD with atypical language development.

4.6 \|. Atypical rhythm in attention deficit hyperactivity disorder {#S10}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Recent work suggests that both children and adults with ADHD show poorer performance in paced and unpaced tapping and body movement synchronization tasks compared to controls ([@R5]; [@R35]; [@R135]; [@R200]; [@R251]; [@R285]; [@R314]), especially when synchronization requires beat extraction ([@R225]). Though it is difficult to disentangle the role of more generalized attentional deficits from deficits in temporal processing (and in particular, temporal attention and dynamic attending), this emerging literature points to difficulties with both synchronization and internal time-keeping in ADHD (see [@R73], for a review). Future work in larger ADHD samples with a variety of rhythm tasks is needed to tease apart various dimensions of rhythm processing, their potential deficits in ADHD, and how they relate to domain-general attentional deficits.

5 \|. CAN ATYPICAL RHYTHM AT INFANCY PREDICT ATYPICAL SPEECH/LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT? {#S11}
==================================================================================

The reported associations between rhythm and speech/language processing as well as atypical rhythm processing in speech/language disorders lead to the hypothesis that atypical musical rhythm processing skills at infancy could be used as a risk factor for speech/language disorders. This type of approach has been employed by [@R148], who showed longitudinal evidence for a predictive relationship between temporal processing (measured with amplitude rise time) at infancy and oral language development. Infants' performance on an amplitude envelope rise time discrimination task at 7--10 months of age-predicted children's performance on vocabulary tests at three years of age. To examine this potential predictive relationship between temporal processing and language development further, we first summarize research about rhythm processing in infants to explore whether infants reliably process rhythm and whether it can be measured experimentally. Then, we discuss work exploring individual differences in underlying rhythm processing mechanisms and their relationship with later language development.

Experimental evidence suggests that rhythm processing starts to develop very early in life. A few infant studies showing behavioral ([@R124]; [@R220]; [@R315]) and electrophysiological ([@R45]) evidence indicate that infants and newborns ([@R305]) process rhythmic regularities (i.e., beat, meter) in musical stimuli. Infants are also sensitive to the rhythmic cues of speech. Newborns can discriminate between languages from different rhythmic categories ([@R185]; [@R198]; [@R227]) and discriminate words with different patterns of lexical stress ([@R243]). Further, infants exploit lexical stress for word segmentation ([@R68]; [@R146]) and phrasal level prosody for grammar acquisition ([@R15]; [@R56]; [@R55]; [@R93]; [@R94]; see electrophysiological data for infant's sensitivity to speech rhythm in [@R149]), suggesting an important role of speech rhythm in language development. Based on the research reviewed thus far, we suggest that infants may use the same mechanisms for processing rhythm in the two domains. Future research is needed to compare the benefits of measuring the processing of music rhythm versus speech rhythm in infants in order to predict speech/language development, as each domain has a unique set of constraints and advantages. However, the temporal regularity of music rhythm makes it a useful tool to measure neural entrainment in infants, especially under noisy testing conditions.

Taken together, these studies suggest that rhythm processing is functional from birth, and rhythm skills can be measured both behaviorally and physiologically. Aiming to use atypical rhythm as a risk factor for speech/language disorders also requires knowledge of whether infants show individual differences in rhythm processing and importantly, whether these differences might be related to later speech/language development as well as the presence/absence of speech/language disorders. Although we did not find any studies exploring these questions by measuring musical rhythm processing, numerous studies have investigated infants' abilities related to fine-grained auditory processing---one of the shared fundamental aspects of rhythm sensitivity that we outlined in the *Introduction* based on [@R78]. Neural entrainment of oscillations and sensorimotor coupling has been investigated by some studies, but to the best of our knowledge, no studies have investigated the relationship between rhythm and hierarchical processing of syntactic structures in infants. We are only aware of studies exploring rhythm-related mechanisms at infancy in relation to dyslexia or DLD; therefore, we discuss these results below. While we do not cover stuttering, DCD or ADHD in the remainder of this section, similar logic could be applied to testing the developmental precursors of rhythm processing and their predictive strength for language development in these populations.

5.1 \|. Fine-grained auditory processing {#S12}
----------------------------------------

The majority of studies exploring fine-grained auditory processing and its relationship to later speech/language development have investigated infants with a family history of language disorders (i.e., dyslexia and/or DLD). Several studies have shown altered neural responses to auditory stimuli in infants with a family history of dyslexia both for verbal stimuli ([@R173]; [@R178]; [@R235]; [@R271]; [@R288]; [@R289]) and nonverbal stimuli ([@R172]; [@R221]; [@R290]), in comparison to infants without family history of dyslexia. Infants with a family history of language or reading difficulties showed less efficient rapid auditory processing according to both behavioral and electrophysiological measures compared to children without a family history of such difficulties ([@R13]; [@R14]; [@R32]; [@R31]; [@R43]; [@R44]; [@R229]). Multiple measures of fine-grained auditory processing at infancy were also associated with individual differences in later language and literacy development ([@R13]; [@R32], [@R31]; [@R43]; [@R120]; [@R119]; [@R148]; [@R172]; [@R178]; [@R291]).

In light of the studies reported above, consistent differences in fine-grained auditory processing between infants with and without a family history of language disorders suggest a shared underlying biology for fine-grained auditory processing and a family history of language disorders. Phenotypic associations occur as a result of a combination of shared genetics and shared environment. Auditory processing shows a moderate to high heritability (32--74%), depending on the exact mechanism measured ([@R26]), suggesting a strong genetic component in the phenotypic association between family history of speech/language disorders and fine-grained auditory processing. These results suggest that fine-grained auditory processing is one of the risk factors that may increase risk of language disorder depending on the interplay between this and other risk factors, such as maternal education level or perinatal circumstances ([@R172]; [@R171]).

5.2 \|. Oscillatory brain networks {#S13}
----------------------------------

We are aware of only one study investigating oscillatory brain activity in infants and its relationship to later speech/language development ([@R31]). In this study, oscillatory activity was measured in 6-month-old infants with or without a family history of language or reading impairment in a rapid auditory processing paradigm. The authors found a reduction in gamma power in infants with versus without a family history of language or reading difficulties, and concluded that atypical oscillatory activity might explain inefficient rapid auditory processing in infants ([@R129], for gamma oscillations with reduced power and attenuated phase-locking in children with impaired language or reading impairment). In addition, oscillatory measures were associated with expressive vocabulary at 20 months. These results suggest that (a) there is a phenotypic association between inefficient speech/language-related oscillatory activity and familial risk of language and reading disorders, and (b) the efficiency of oscillatory activity during auditory processing is associated with language development, although further research is needed to explore these associations. The relationship of oscillatory activity at infancy with language disorders later in school-aged children has not been investigated up to now.

5.3 \|. Sensorimotor coupling {#S14}
-----------------------------

The third shared element underlying rhythm and speech/language processing proposed by [@R78] is sensorimotor coupling. We are not aware of any studies measuring the relationship between sensorimotor coupling and language development in infants, but a few studies have explored associations between the role of motor functions in general in infants and their relationship with speech/language disorders. Atypical motor development could also serve as a risk factor for speech/language disorders, as studies show impaired fine motor skills (e.g., in a peg moving task where small pegs are placed as fast as possible from a matrix to a vertical line of target holes) in children with dyslexia ([@R34]; [@R103]) and DLD ([@R62]; [@R74]; [@R82]; [@R132]; [@R139]). We are aware of two studies investigating the associations between motor skills at infancy and later speech/language disorders in the same group of children. [@R293] did not find a difference between motor development (measured by parent questionnaires about reaching developmental milestones) of infants with and without a family history of dyslexia. However, children with both a family history of dyslexia and slow motor development at infancy showed weaker language skills at 18 months ([@R293]) as well as slower reading at 7 years of age ([@R294]) than infants without a family history of dyslexia or with a family history of dyslexia but with fast motor development. Taken together, there is mixed evidence for motor impairments in individuals who develop speech/language disorders; further studies in larger samples are needed to disentangle these factors.

The research on infants reviewed here also suggests that the three mechanisms outlined above (fine-grained auditory processing, neural entrainment, and sensorimotor development) are related to speech/language development. Research still needs to determine whether hierarchical processing in infants is related to later speech/language disorders. Even though an impairment in a single domain does not seem to have a discrete oneto-one mapping to specific disorders, we believe that these findings are promising for the use of musical rhythm processing as a potential risk factor, in part because it involves each of the three mechanisms (and potentially other processes shared by musical rhythm and language processing, e.g., precision, emotion, repetition, and attention, see [@R213]). Therefore, it is possible that musical rhythm has a stronger association with speech/language disorders than the three mechanisms independently.

6 \|. THE ATYPICAL RHYTHM RISK HYPOTHESIS {#S15}
=========================================

In light of the evidence reviewed thus far, we propose the Atypical Rhythm Risk Hypothesis, which posits that individuals with atypical rhythm processing are at higher risk for developmental speech/language disorders. We would like to emphasize that we do not assume that infants with impaired musical rhythm processing will definitively develop a speech/language disorder. Rather, we believe that impaired timing skills measured through music rhythm processing can serve as one risk factor in the prediction of speech/language disorders, in combination with other risk factors both known and still to be determined ([@R254]). In practical clinical situations, early screening of rhythm processing with nonverbal, musical material might allow for referral to appropriate speech therapy services for additional testing if atypical rhythm is detected. Broad-based screening of rhythm as a risk factor could offer multiple advantages. First, rhythm skills are likely less affected by the language environment, thus eliminating false positives often occurring in the case of bilingual children when language screeners are used. Second, atypical rhythm may be an indicator of risk for several different speech and language disorders, whereas currently available speech/language screenings tend to be geared toward separate disorders (and thus a child screened for speech difficulties may have an undetected language problem). Third, simple computer-based rhythm assessments could be administered to preschoolers and school-aged children by various professionals (teachers, nurses, school counselors, pediatricians) who do not have specialized Speech--Language Pathology expertise, and then a much smaller number of the children showing atypical rhythm could be referred for SLP assessment, thus optimizing the use of resources. Therefore, our Hypothesis could affect clinical practice first in the screening of preschool-aged and school-aged children, and then could be extended to infant screening when more research and reliable rhythm tests will be available for infants. There are multiple existing behavioral paradigms for measuring rhythm abilities in older children and in adults that could potentially be used for screening. For instance, in rhythm discrimination paradigms (e.g., [@R105]; [@R166]), participants are presented with rhythmic excerpts and asked to decide whether they are the same or different. Tasks from the Battery for the Assessment of Auditory Sensorimotor and Timing Abilities (BAASTA; [@R54]) such as tapping in synchrony with the beat of music or deciding whether a beat superimposed onto music is aligned with the beat of the music (see also the Beat Alignment Test, [@R138], and the child extension in [@R70]) could also inspire screening tasks. Future research should aim to develop rhythm tests with high test--retest reliability for even younger children and for infants.

Recent advances in population genetics analysis methods have highlighted the challenges and opportunities in identifying underlying causal biology that can account for clinically co-morbid conditions of complex traits, such as ADHD, depression, and many other psychiatric disorders ([@R60]; [@R254]; [@R282]). Language and music phenotypes are complex traits, meaning they do not follow a Mendelian pattern of inheritance ([@R239]). The heritability of complex traits is polygenic, that is, involving common genetic variants widely distributed across the genome ([@R309]), and very large sample sizes are needed to investigate the genetic basis of these traits ([@R61]; [@R199]). Cross-trait genetic correlation approaches in particular (see [@R28]; [@R281]; [@R311]) have revealed a surprising amount of shared underlying genetic architecture (*pleiotropy*; [@R258]) across a spectrum of neurodevelopmental and other health disorders ([@R6]; [@R204]; [@R299]). Recent findings of pleiotropy between ADHD and literacy development ([@R97]; [@R292]) align with epidemiological evidence of comorbidity ([@R192]), and pave the way for testing the presence and function of underlying shared deficits, such as atypical rhythm processing. The likelihood and feasibility of examining pleiotropy between rhythm and speech/language traits is demonstrated by recent reports of genetic correlations between rhythm and other cognitive and motor traits (i.e., processing speed and grip strength; [@R199]).

Family-based studies have shown that musical rhythm skills are moderately heritable (50%; [@R283]), and our ongoing work with genome-wide approaches in a large sample now point to highly polygenic genetic architecture of musical rhythm ([@R199]). While the heritability of musicality traits is a relatively recent area of inquiry (see [@R98], for a review), more is known about the heritability of speech and language abilities. Family history of speech/language disorders has been identified as one of the strongest risk factors for speech/language disorders in offspring. In particular, the literature converges to show moderate to high heritability of speech and language abilities and in particular, of speech and language disorders (dyslexia: [@R89]; [@R125]; [@R152]; DLD: [@R18]; [@R48]; [@R127]; stuttering: [@R69]; [@R286]; see [@R61], for a review). Importantly, different developmental speech/language disorders as well as speech/language disorders and ADHD tend to co-occur in families (e.g., [@R36]; [@R85]; [@R159]; [@R163]; [@R192]).

As reviewed in earlier sections, there is also converging evidence across approaches and populations for phenotypic correlations between rhythm and speech/language development. Given that phenotypic correlations are generally shown to be driven by some underlying genetic correlation or pleiotropy ([@R257]), it is entirely possible that rhythm and speech/language development share some of their genetic architecture and are mediated through some degree of shared neural architecture. Genetically driven relationships between musical rhythm and speech/language phenotypes might be driven by *pleiotropy*, such that a common set of causal genes affects both phenotypes directly ([Figure 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), or *mediated genetic pleiotropy* ([Figure 4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [c](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In the case of biological pleiotropy, the same set of genes would affect the development of cortical and subcortical structures underlying musical rhythm processing and speech/language processing. Mediated genetic pleiotropy could occur in both directions: Genes might directly affect rhythm phenotypes, and then those phenotypes affect individual differences in acquisition of speech/language during development (i.e., via enhanced rhythm skills; [Figure 4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), or genes could affect speech and language development, which affects the development of musical rhythm skills ([Figure 4c](#F4){ref-type="fig"}); however, we believe this latter case is unlikely given the evidence from training studies reviewed in this article, and the more precise timing necessary for music rhythm processing (see [@R213]; [@R275]). Future research should investigate the genetic architecture of phenotypic associations between musical rhythm and speech/language processing.

It will also be important to investigate neural endophenotypes (corresponding to overlapping brain networks/mechanisms recruited by both music and speech), that could mediate the relationship between genes, brain, and behavior: A common set of genes may give rise to endophenotypic variation in the brain, that then in turn affects individual variation in both rhythm and language phenotypes ([Figure 4d](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). It is also possible that individual variation in rhythm and language is driven by separate sets of genes, and that phenotypic correlations arise solely due to overlapping brain networks (separate genetic architecture, shown in [Figure 4e](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Statistical testing of these models will be necessary to disentangle the direction of causation for reported links between atypical rhythm and disordered speech/language acquisition.

The exact mechanisms by which phenotypic relationships are driven are also yet to be understood. If mediated pleiotropy underlies the phenotypic associations between musical rhythm and speech/language processing, it has to be determined what are the exact mechanisms driving the relationship and in what direction. For example, it has been suggested that sound envelope processing as well as synchronization and entrainment to the pulse are shared between music and speech rhythm (SEP hypothesis; [@R91]), and that precise auditory timing via entrainment to music rhythm can have a positive influence on language processing (PATH hypothesis, [@R275]; see also [Section 2](#S2){ref-type="sec"}). One possible scenario ([Figure 4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) explaining this relationship would be that allelic variation in genes associated with typical (vs. atypical) rhythm ([@R199]) is involved in the development and maintenance of certain auditory-motor pathways in the brain, that are recruited during rhythmic synchronization and auditory timing, thus enhancing sensitivity to linguistic features of the speech signal and bolstering acquisition of grammar and phonology. In parallel, allelic variation associated with atypical rhythm could result in less-than-optimal development of auditory-motor pathways (measurable via poorer rhythm task performance), resulting in reduced sensitivity to phonological and grammatical information in the speech signal, and increasing the probability of dyslexia or developmental language disorder.

When new studies are deployed to test the Atypical Rhythm Risk Hypothesis, it will also be important to incorporate other risk factors for speech/language disorders. Among the several other risk factors that have been investigated for speech/language disorders (see [@R184]), maternal education ([@R208]; [@R267]; [@R316]) and, even more so, home literacy environment, seem to be the most important for development dyslexia ([@R64]; [@R250]; [@R263]; [@R267]; [@R277]; [@R278]; [@R287]; [@R316]). Preterm birth and birth weight are also found to be risk factors for later language development ([@R64]; [@R176]; [@R242]). In DLD, low maternal education level, low 5-min Apgar score, being a male and not being a first child were consistently found to be risk factors according to a meta-analysis ([@R238]). In stuttering, preterm birth or harmful events before or at birth were proposed as risk factors ([@R1]; [@R265]); less clear is the role of socioeconomic status for this disorder ([@R310]). However, there is strong evidence that all of the risk factors listed in this paragraph arise from gene--environment interactions, and thus it is difficult to dissociate them from other genetic risk factors for speech/language disorders without carefully designed genetic models. Unfortunately, very large-scale population cohort studies such as UK Biobank have generally not included speech/language or musical variables in their massive data collection efforts to date, although genome-wide summary statistics on educational attainment, SES, and preterm birth are now widely available and could be incorporated into novel studies outlined here.

Although we believe that the Atypical Rhythm Risk Hypothesis is a promising view which could facilitate the identification of speech/language disorders, some questions might arise for the reader. One could ask whether associations between musical rhythm and speech/language processing may be explained by other shared processes, such as intelligence, working memory or other general cognitive functions. Although these processes are definitely involved in both domains, it does not undermine the Atypical Rhythm Risk Hypothesis. First, associations between musical rhythm and speech/language processing were found to be associated after controlling for the variance in general cognitive measures (e.g., [@R107]). Second, if musical rhythm at infancy or early childhood proves to be a sufficient risk factor for speech/language disorders, for practical purposes it is irrelevant what the underlying shared processes are. One could also ask why we propose that a non-linguistic impairment might contribute to speech/language disorders. Even though this contradicts some prevalent domain-specific views about speech/language disorders, it is in line with the contemporary view of speech/language disorders stating that not only linguistic processes are impaired in these populations (e.g., [@R132]; [@R284]). The reader could also wonder how rhythm tests would be integrated in clinical practice; we intentionally aim to be cautious and only focus in the current paper on research that must first be conducted before the potential integration of rhythm screeners into clinical practice. If research findings result in support of rhythm tests as a screener, the details of such implementation into clinical practice should be determined by experts from developmental research, speech--language pathology, and policy-makers depending on local and national systems in place.

7 \|. CONCLUSION {#S16}
================

Inefficient identification of speech/language problems has academic, social, and economic consequences both for the affected individuals, their families, and society (e.g., [@R47]; [@R255]). In the current paper, we reviewed evidence motivating the Atypical Rhythm Risk Hypothesis, which posits that individuals with atypical rhythm are at higher risk for developmental speech/language disorders. We reviewed different lines of research suggesting (a) shared underlying processes for musical rhythm and speech/language processing, (b) associations between musical rhythm and speech/language processing in typically developing populations and impaired musical rhythm processing in children with developmental disorders affecting speech/language skills, and (c) individual differences in mechanisms underlying rhythm processing in infants, which were associated with later speech/language development.

The Atypical Rhythm Risk Hypothesis and its theoretical framework presented here allow us to generate a series of predictions (presented in [Box 2](#BX2){ref-type="boxed-text"}) about co-morbidities between rhythm and speech/language disorders and the shared underlying biology from genes to brain to behavior. For instance, one prediction of our theory is that if a screener for atypical rhythm is administered to a large population, individuals with rhythm deficits would show a higher prevalence of speech/language disorders. Associations between rhythm-related processes at infancy and language development reported by [@R148] provide initial supporting evidence for this hypothesis. Furthermore, there is already some evidence for statistically increased prevalence rates of atypical rhythm in association with developmental disorders ([@R218]) from a study of over 16,000 individuals, which identified 2.7% of their sample as "time-based amusics" and an additional 3.4% of the sample with general amusia/uncategorized deficits that included poor rhythm performance. In particular, the time-based amusia group had higher prevalence of dyslexia, speech disorders, and attentional disorders than controls, consistent with the framing of atypical rhythm as a risk factor across these disorders. Although the contribution of pitch-based amusia and deficits in other aspects of music perception to atypical speech/language development (i.e., [@R51]) is beyond the scope of the current review, other elements of musicality should certainly be considered in the broader context of an influence of rhythm, melody, timbre, or harmony on speech and language development (see [@R25], for a model of how "musical hearing" may scaffold language acquisition).

The Atypical Rhythm Risk Hypothesis is in line with the transdiagnostic approach ([@R182]) emphasizing the need for large-scale epidemiological studies (e.g., [@R226]). This work needs to incorporate various known and to-be-determined risk factors into prediction models and disentangle gene--environment interactions, intermediary neural endophenotypes, and underlying biological mechanisms. Once genome-wide data for rhythm and language phenotypes from large enough samples are available, recently developed methods such as two-sample Mendelian Randomization ([@R318]) may be used to begin to identify the hypothesized causal influence of rhythm on speech/language development (even when measured in separate samples) and to model other contributing variables. With new population-based efforts to assess individual differences in rhythm and speech/language abilities in tens and hundreds of thousands of participants (i.e., [@R199], and ongoing work by the GenLang consortium), exploration of the hypothesized shared genetic architecture among these traits and other risk factors (e.g., [@R299]) is on the near horizon.

If a significant body of experimental evidence is found in favor of the hypothesized association between atypical rhythm and speech/language disorders, we can envision new risk factor models that incorporate atypical rhythm processing. Measuring rhythm processing could serve as a simple, easy-to-administer prescreening test that can be conducted with young infants and children and even in parents to identify familial risk of atypical rhythm. These screening efforts could be used as a tool to increase referrals to appropriate speech/language pathology services with the end goal of closing the gap in the identification and increasing access to early intervention to maximize long-term impact.
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Note that musical rhythm processing, speech/language functions, and motor impairments were reported in nondevelopmental disorders such as Parkinson's disease and in acquired brain injuries (e.g., [@R8]; [@R117]; [@R156]; [@R253]). The investigation of the relationship between these impairments has a theoretical importance as well as clinical relevance. This article and the Atypical Rhythm Risk Hypothesis, however, focus on developmental disorders, and the extension to nondevelopmental disorders is beyond the scope of the paper.

![Shared underlying mechanisms for musical rhythm and speech/language processing. (a) Models of underlying mechanisms for musical rhythm and speech/language processing emphasize the role of fine-grained auditory processing, oscillatory brain networks and sensorimotor coupling ([@R78]). (b) Another line of literature emphasizes the shared role of processing of hierarchical structures in both musical rhythm and syntactic processing (e.g., [@R77]; bottom figure is adapted from [@R128])](nihms-1605668-f0001){#F1}

![Rhythm production ability and early literacy skills. Convergent evidence across data acquired with various methods, in support of associations between rhythm skills and language in preschool-aged children (Reprinted with permission from [@R308]). Children that performed well on a musical beat synchronization task (here called *synchronizers*, in red, shown on the rose plots on left to have better drumming accuracy) encoded speech more efficiently (top right) and show significantly better phonological awareness than their *non-synchronizer* peers (bottom right). Synchronizers also performed better on a sentence repetition task (it is important to note that sentence repetition/imitation tasks not only require auditory perception and short-term memory but also reflect deeper access to the grammatical structure of language: see [@R153])](nihms-1605668-f0002){#F2}

![Rhythm perception and production difficulties in children with stuttering. (a) Children who stutter show impaired rhythm perception performance compared to TD children on a task requiring discrimination of simple and complex musical rhythmic sequences ([@R303]). (b) Children and adolescents who stutter are less accurate than TD peers on synchronization tests, both tapping to a metronome at certain rates and tapping to the beat in music ([@R72]). Both figures are reprinted with permission from the original papers](nihms-1605668-f0003){#F3}

![Pleiotropy scenarios for shared versus separate genetic architecture of rhythm and speech/language. The Atypical Rhythm Risk hypothesis predicts that associations between rhythm and speech/language are (a) in part driven by genetic pleiotropy, such that a common set of causal genes affects both phenotypes directly, or (b) mediated genetic pleiotropy, such that genes directly affect rhythm phenotypes, and those phenotypes in turn affect individual differences in acquisition of speech/language during development, or (c) genes directly affect speech/language phenotypes, and those phenotypes affect individual differences in rhythm development. These models should be tested against the null hypothesis of separate genetic architecture. Moreover, a key to understanding the dynamics between genes, brain and behavior will be to test mediating neural endophenotypes linked to (d) shared or (e) separate genetic architecture](nihms-1605668-f0004){#F4}

###### 

Summary of current literature investigating rhythm in children with atypical speech--language development

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                                                                                                                    Age                                                                                                                           Task                                                          Evidence for atypical rhythm?
  ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------
  Dyslexia                                 [@R46]                                                                                   9--10 years                                                                                                                   Beat perception Tapping task                                  Yes

  [@R53]                                   12 years                                                                                 Neural entrainment to amplitude-modulated noise                                                                               Yes (2 Hz)                                                    

  [@R88]                                   10 years                                                                                 Neural processing of speech sounds in silence, noise, and envelope conditions                                                 Yes                                                           

  [@R115]                                  11 years                                                                                 Beat detection in amplitude-modulated sounds                                                                                  Yes                                                           

  [@R112]                                  7--13 years                                                                              Amplitude envelope onset (rise time) discrimination                                                                           Yes                                                           

  [@R113]                                  8--14 years                                                                              Beat perception                                                                                                               Yes                                                           

  [@R113]                                  9 years                                                                                  Syllable stress discrimination                                                                                                Yes                                                           

  [@R111]                                                                                                                           Discrimination of amplitude rise time                                                                                         Yes                                                           

  Temporal modulations of nursery rhymes   No but impaired acoustic learning during the experiment from low-pass filtered targets                                                                                                                                                                                               

  [@R123]                                  19--29 years                                                                             Amplitude-modulated white noise                                                                                               Yes at 2 Hz                                                   

  [@R137]                                  8--13 years                                                                              Amplitude envelope rise time perception                                                                                       Yes                                                           

  [@R168]                                  9--12 years                                                                              Rhythmic imitation                                                                                                            Yes                                                           

  [@R169]                                  \<40 years,\                                                                             Rhythmic detection to identify amplitude-modulated nursery rhyme sentences                                                    Yes                                                           
                                           mean:\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
                                           22 years                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  [@R170]                                  17--41 years                                                                             Amplitude envelope onset (rise time) perception and syllable stress detection                                                 Yes                                                           

  [@R177]                                  Children:\                                                                               Auditory neural synchronization                                                                                               Yes                                                           
                                           8--14 years;\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                           adults:\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
                                           17--44 years                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

  [@R189]                                  Children:\                                                                               Neural synchronization to spoken sentences (MEG)                                                                              Yes                                                           
                                           8--14 years;\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                           adults:\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
                                           22--37 years                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

  [@R193]                                  11 years                                                                                 Beat perception (slope)                                                                                                       Yes                                                           

  [@R206]                                  6--7 years                                                                               Rhythm discrimination Tempo discrimination Meter reproduction                                                                 Yes, especially in meter reproduction                         

  [@R207]                                  7--11 years                                                                              Tests of timing skills (rhythm copying, rhythm discrimination, song rhythm, tempo copying, tempo discrimination, song beat)   Yes                                                           

  [@R210]                                  19--27 years                                                                             Rise time perception and temporal order judgment                                                                              Yes                                                           

  [@R219]                                  9--11 years                                                                              Tapping                                                                                                                       Yes                                                           

  [@R223]                                  12--14 years                                                                             Neural entrainment to speech syllables                                                                                        Yes                                                           

  [@R259]                                  Mean:\                                                                                   Neural entrainment to tones presented at 2 or 1.5 Hz                                                                          Yes                                                           
                                           25.8 years                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

  [@R268]                                  8--9 years                                                                               Amplitude envelope rise time discrimination                                                                                   Yes                                                           

  [@R272]                                  18--31 years                                                                             Basic auditory processing tasks (rise time, duration, and intensity discrimination)                                           Yes                                                           

  Tempo discrimination                     No                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

  Tapping (unimanual and bimanual)         Yes but only in the inter-tap-interval variability                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

  [@R273]                                  10 years                                                                                 Rhythmic discrimination                                                                                                       No                                                            

  Paced and unpaced finger tapping         Yes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

  [@R298]                                  9--10 years                                                                              Basic auditory processing tasks (rise time, duration, and intensity discrimination)                                           Yes                                                           

  [@R319]                                  18--36 years                                                                             Speech syllable discrimination                                                                                                Yes                                                           

  DLD                                      [@R10]                                                                                   9--11 years                                                                                                                   Rhythm discrimination                                         Yes

  [@R50]                                   7--11 years                                                                              Paced and unpaced tapping                                                                                                     Yes in the paced condition                                    

  [@R49]                                   7--11 years                                                                              Amplitude envelope rise time and sound duration perception                                                                    Yes                                                           

  [@R52]                                   6--12 years                                                                              Beat detection Tapping Speech/music task                                                                                      Yes, especially in tapping                                    

  [@R111]                                  9 years                                                                                  Discrimination of amplitude rise time                                                                                         Yes                                                           

  Temporal modulations of nursery rhymes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

  [@R233]                                  8--12 years                                                                              Stress perception task                                                                                                        Yes                                                           

  [@R234]                                  6--11 years                                                                              Stress pattern disruptions                                                                                                    Yes                                                           

  [@R240]                                  8--10 years                                                                              Syntactic processing with prosody disruptions                                                                                 Yes                                                           

  [@R241]                                  4--5 years                                                                               Rhythmic--melodic perception task                                                                                             Yes                                                           

  [@R296]                                  4--5 years                                                                               Tapping and bimanual clapping                                                                                                 Yes, but only in the bimanual clapping task                   

  [@R300]                                  5--8 years                                                                               Rhythmic discrimination                                                                                                       Yes                                                           

  [@R301]                                  8 years                                                                                  Prosody perception                                                                                                            Yes                                                           

  [@R313]                                  6--8 years                                                                               Tapping and drawing to a metronome                                                                                            Yes (but no in the timing skill in the manual domain)         

  Stuttering                               [@R39]                                                                                   6--11 years                                                                                                                   Auditory rhythm discrimination task                           Yes

  [@R72]                                   8--16 years                                                                              Finger tapping                                                                                                                Yes                                                           

  [@R205]                                  4--6 years                                                                               Metronome clapping                                                                                                            Yes                                                           

  [@R279]                                  18--55 years                                                                             Metronome-timed speech                                                                                                        No (yes in the normal speech condition)                       

  [@R303]                                  6--11 years                                                                              Simple and complex rhythms discrimination                                                                                     Yes                                                           

  DCD                                      [@R225]                                                                                  Children:\                                                                                                                    Duration and beat perception Tapping                          Yes
                                                                                                                                    6--12 years;\                                                                                                                                                                               
                                                                                                                                    adults:\                                                                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                    19--50 years                                                                                                                                                                                

  [@R237]                                  7--12 years                                                                              Metronome synchronization                                                                                                     Yes                                                           

  [@R280]                                  6--7 years                                                                               Auditory duration and rhythm discrimination Oddball ERP paradigm                                                              Yes                                                           

  ADHD                                     [@R35]                                                                                   6--14 years                                                                                                                   Rhythmic discrimination                                       Yes

  [@R135]                                  20 years                                                                                 Paced and unpaced finger tapping                                                                                              Yes (in the standard task, not in the one with time shifts)   

  [@R225]                                  Children:\                                                                               Duration and beat perception Tapping                                                                                          Yes                                                           
                                           6--12 years;\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                           adults:\                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
                                           19--50 years                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

  [@R285]                                  10 years                                                                                 Paced and unpaced tapping                                                                                                     Yes---greater within-subject variability                      

  [@R314]                                  9 years                                                                                  Spacebar press following a metronome                                                                                          Yes                                                           
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Abbreviations: ADHD, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; DCD, developmental coordination disorder; DLD, developmental language disorder.

###### Glossary of terms

Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder. {#S18}
=========================================

Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder involves difficulties with attention, hyperactivity, and impulsivity ([@R16]), and is frequently associated with language impairment (e.g., [@R228]).

Developmental coordination disorder. {#S19}
====================================

Developmental coordination disorder is characterized by impaired motor abilities, especially related to postural control, motor learning, and sensorimotor coordination that affect quality of life ([@R321]). Difficulties with language processing were also reported for DCD (e.g., [@R188]).

Developmental dyslexia. {#S20}
=======================

Dyslexia is a neurodevelopmental disorder affecting word decoding, which in turn impacts spelling performance and the development of reading fluency ([@R256]).

Developmental language disorder (DLD). {#S21}
======================================

DLD is a disorder affecting language comprehension and/or production, with no known biomedical causes such as brain injury, acquired epileptic aphasia, neurodegenerative disease, cerebral palsy, hearing loss, intellectual disability, or autism spectrum disorder. DLD is likely to persist in middle childhood and beyond ([@R21]). In accordance with recent recommendations ([@R21]) we use the term developmental language disorder for children who were often referred to as children with specific language impairment in previous studies. [@R21] suggest eliminating the latter term because it is misleading to state that the impairment is specific to language. In addition, they suggest using the term *disorder* instead of impairment to convey greater seriousness and importance, and the naming consistent with the names of other developmental disorders (Autism spectrum disorder, developmental coordination disorder, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder) and compatible with the two main diagnostic systems (DSM-5 \[[@R4]\] and ICD-11 \[[@R307]\]).

Heritability. {#S22}
=============

Heritability is the proportion of phenotypic variation that is due to genetic variation. Heritability analyses also allow for a comparison of the relative importance of genes and environment to the variation of traits within and across populations ([@R295]).

Mismatch negativity (MMN). {#S23}
==========================

MMN appears when a regular feature of a sound sequence is infrequently omitted ([@R160]; [@R196]).

Pleiotropy. {#S24}
===========

Pleiotropy occurs when one genetic locus affects more than one trait ([@R258]).

Rapid auditory processing. {#S25}
==========================

The ability to process and categorize fast acoustic changes over a millisecond time range (e.g., detecting changes in pitch of tones when they are presented with very short \[70 ms\] inter-stimulus intervals; [@R12]).

Risk factors for language disorders. {#S26}
====================================

Risk factors are biological or environmental factors that are statistically associated with language disorders, but whose causal relationship to the language problem is unclear or partial ([@R21]).

Stuttering. {#S27}
===========

Stuttering is a speech disorder characterized by frequent occurrences of repetitions or prolongations of sounds, syllables, or words that disrupt the rhythmic flow of speech ([@R306]). Language impairments often co-occur with stuttering ([@R202]).

Transdiagnostic approach. {#S28}
=========================

The transdiagnostic approach focuses on underlying mechanisms that are relevant across a class of disorders instead of single diagnostic categories in research, diagnosis and treatment of disorders (see [@R245]).

###### Cumulative evidence and predictions of the Atypical Rhythm Risk Hypothesis for future research

Current evidence for the Atypical Rhythm Risk Hypothesis

-   **Individual differences in rhythm ability** are associated with speech/language skills as well as task performance in TD children and adults; there is some overlap in neural circuitry.

-   **Associations are found among underlying mechanisms of rhythm processing:** fine-grained auditory processing, entrainment of neural oscillatory networks, motor function, and hierarchical processing; all are used in speech perception/production.

-   **Rhythm impairments are prevalent in children with atypical speech-language development** (e.g., dyslexia, DLD, stuttering) and in commonly co-morbid motor and attentional disorders.

Predictions of the Atypical Rhythm Risk Hypothesis

-   **Individual differences approaches** Individual differences in rhythm sensitivity (measured across the lifespan with various behavioral and physiological methods) will predict significant variance in speech/language skills cross-sectionally and longitudinally. When assessing rhythm in infants, it will be important to discover the youngest age range at which atypical rhythm could predict risk for later speech/language disorders.

-   **Rhythm screening approaches** We predict higher prevalence of speech/language disorders and more generally, lower linguistic performance/skills among individuals (children, adults) who show poor performance on rhythm tasksYoung children with atypical rhythm sensitivity are more likely to develop speech/language disorders.Rhythm screening tests could eventually be used clinically to refer to Speech/Language Pathology services for more extensive testing. If the rhythm screening approach turns out to be promising, intervention programs, potentially incorporating a rhythm component, could be tested.

-   **Family-based predictions** Parents with atypical rhythm sensitivity are more likely to have children with atypical rhythm sensitivity and who develop speech/language disorders.Predictive power could be improved by combining atypical rhythm and other risk factors for speech/language disorders into a "risk score".

-   **Genetic correlations between rhythm and speech/language phenotypes** We predict some degree of shared genetic architecture between rhythm and speech/language development that would account for phenotypic correlations.Shared underlying genetic architecture could affect overlapping neural circuitry as an endophenotype between rhythm and speech/language development.A causal influence of rhythm on language acquisition can be assessed with genetic modelling (See [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), and alternative models can be compared.Gene-environment interactions could also be assessed with twin models or other family-based methods if there is data on speech/language and rhythm phenotypes available within a given (large) cohort.
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